The nature of telencephalic control over premotor and motor circuits is debated. Hypotheses range from complete usurping of downstream circuitry to highly interactive mechanisms of control. We show theoretically and experimentally, that telencephalic song motor control in canaries is consistent with a highly interactive strategy. As predicted from a theoretical model of respiratory control, mild cooling of a forebrain nucleus (HVC) led to song stretching, but further cooling caused progressive restructuring of song, consistent with the hypothesis that respiratory gestures are subharmonic responses to a timescale present in the output of HVC. This interaction between a life-sustaining motor function (respiration) and telencephalic song motor control suggests a more general mechanism of how nonlinear integration of evolutionarily new brain structures into existing circuitry gives rise to diverse, new behavior.
Introduction
Complex behavior arises from motor instructions that are generated by interconnected networks of brain areas. Birdsong is a complex, learned behavior which is generated by a well-described network of forebrain nuclei (HVC, used as a proper name and the robust nucleus of the arcopallium, RA) that generates the coordinated motor patterns of muscles controlling respiration, the vocal organ and upper vocal tract structures [1] . However, it has been debated to what degree this telencephalic motor program contains direct instructions for detailed patterns such as the various timescales of the behavioral output [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . One proposed model for the role of cortical structures in song motor control is that of interaction with the nonlinear network for respiration [2, 9, 11] . In canaries (Serinus canaria), this model can account for all respiratory patterns underlying song and interprets the diverse respiratory patterns of different syllable types as the outcome of a nonlinear interaction between input from the telencephalon (HVC, RA) and internal dynamics of the respiratory pattern generators. The air sac pressure patterns during song were found to be consistent with the shapes and rhythms of the subharmonic solutions of a driven nonlinear system [2, 12, 13] similar to systems used by engineers and physicists for exploring complex behavior and chaos [14, 15] . This interactive model is in clear contrast to one proposing more direct control by the telencephalic song control area HVC in the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), such that all timescales present in the song arise directly from the output signal of this nucleus. Support for this model was derived from observations of sparsely coding output neurons in HVC [16, 17] as well as experiments in which song was stretched by cooling of HVC [3, 18] .
To explore whether one general mechanism may account for these conflicting results, we use the interactive model to predict the effects of cooling on the respiratory patterns of song and then test these predictions experimentally by bilateral cooling of HVC in the canary. If the song system integrates timescales generated in different regions of the motor pathway, stretching of respiratory patterns and song should only occur in a range of temperatures where the naturally occurring locking regime between the telencephalic input and the respiratory pattern generating network takes place. For example if periodic instructions from HVC (forcing) are locked to the respiratory pattern of song in a 2:1 ratio (i.e., the respiratory frequency is a subharmonic of the forcing frequency), and we expect cooling to change the forcing frequency, a change in this locking is predicted to occur if the forcing frequency changes beyond a certain value.
Results

Using a computational model to predict the effect of cooling
Our minimalistic dynamical model predicts that during initial cooling, stretching of syllables should occur, but that further cooling causes breaking of certain respiratory patterns. It assumes that two timescales interact nonlinearly. The first is associated with HVC activity, and although a number of timescales are expected to be present in HVC output, we will concentrate on the timescale associated with repeating syllables. For swamp sparrows (Melospiza georgiana), it has been reported that HVC projection neurons repeat their spiking pattern when a syllable is being repeated [19] . Although this has been reported for neurons projecting to area X, it is likely that RA-projecting neurons in HVC also have a long timescale associated with the syllable repetition rate, reflecting stereotyped HVC activation for repeated syllables. For these reasons, we model the telencephalic input into the driven network as a simple periodic pattern (see top of Figure 1A ). This simplified pattern corresponds then to the lowest frequency present in the Fourier expansion of the signal representing HVC activity when syllables are being repeated. We next introduce two neuron populations, one inhibitory and one excitatory, which are located downstream of HVC in the neural circuitry of the motor pathway. They constitute a minimal neural architecture capable of generating the second, driven timescale of our model. A schematic representation of this circuitry is shown in Figure 1A , and detailed equations and parameters of computational use can be found in Materials and Methods below. With this minimal model we can explore the effect of cooling by changing only two parameters: the frequency and amplitude of the forcing (i.e., HVC output). For example, with the HVC forcing frequency of 16 Hz ( Figure 1A ) the output of our model indicates a respiratory frequency of 8 Hz, which is a subharmonic solution (half the frequency of the forcing signal). The occurrence of subharmonic solutions is a clear signature of nonlinear processing of the input signal by the respiratory network and indicates interactive processing of the timescale of the input signal by the respiratory network resulting in a different, but subharmonically related timescale in the behavioral output (respiratory pressure gives rise to temporal sequencing of song).
Mild cooling is likely to result in a decrease in the forcing frequency. As long as respiration follows the forcing frequency in a 2:1 (or 1:1) locking, a simple stretching of the respiratory pattern results from the decrease in forcing (Figure 1B or 1C) . However, when the forcing frequency changes further, presumably as a result of further cooling, the respiratory output frequency changes dramatically and predictably. A bifurcation takes place and manifests itself in a different locking of the forcing frequency and the respiratory output frequency (''breaking''). These simulations therefore show that stretching of syllables and their underlying respiratory gestures is consistent with an interactive model and therefore does not unambiguously indicate that telencephalic input dictates all timescales of the song [3, 16] . In addition, the model makes a strong prediction that further cooling will result in a predictable restructuring of the respiratory rhythm. Specifically ''breaking'' of syllables should occur and be visible in the fragmentation of complex syllables and their underlying respiratory patterns.
Cooling of HVC: the breaking of syllables
In order to test these predictions, we cooled the left and right HVC in canaries with a Peltier cooling device [3] (Figure 2, A-B) . In 7 males we simultaneously recorded subsyringeal air sac pressure and song at various temperatures of HVC. Cooling led to stretching of all pressure patterns and song syllables for a temperature decrease of up to 5uC (DT = 25uC). (Figures 2-4 ; S3-S6). If HVC was cooled further, however, many complex pressure pulses and associated syllables ''break'' into shorter segments.
Syllables shown in Figure 2 illustrate how, with increased cooling, air sac pressure pulses and song syllables are broken into shorter fragments. In Figure 2C , the song segment consists of two long syllables (labeled with 6and *) followed by repeated upsweep notes. As the temperature is decreased, the pressure patterns and syllables of this latter type are first stretched (second panel) and Figure 1 . Dynamical model of motor pathway and simulations of canary pressure patterns during song. (A) Schematic of proposed connectivity of circuit components. At top, HVC average activity is modeled as a simple periodic instruction driving downstream neuron populations, one excitatory and one inhibitory (See Materials and Methods for complete model and parameters). Activity from the driven excitatory population is proposed to be proportional to the output motor instruction driving air sac pressure gestures. For the depicted input frequency from HVC (forcing frequency) of 16 Hz the output is a subharmonic frequency of 8 Hz. The air sac pressure range is from 0-1 in arbitrary units. (B-C) Simulations of pressure gestures that first stretch and then break (in red) compared to actual recorded data (black). Paired panels have simulated pressure gesture and the proposed driving, scaled for illustrating the locking behavior and subharmonicity. (B) Simulated syllables at 25 Hz, 20 Hz and 14 Hz of instruction frequency (with a changing amplitude 3.1, 3.0 and 2.9 to allow better matching with experimental patterns). The first two columns show locking at half the frequency of instruction (2:1), whereas the last column shows locking at 1:1. (C) Simulated syllables at 34 Hz, 31 Hz and 27 Hz instruction frequency (amplitude is 2.44). The first two columns are locked 1:1 and in the last the frequency of instructions is halved (2:1). Notice that only varying the driving frequency, (corresponding to the conjectured effect of slowing down the HVC activity), we can account for both effects of stretching and breaking. Subharmonicity appears for some frequency ranges. Dotted line corresponds to a bifurcation transition in the system, where output changes drastically as the forcing frequency changes gradually. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067814.g001 then start to break into shorter patterns. Breaking of different syllables occurred at different temperatures. For example, the first syllable (x) of the song segment ( Figure 2C ) ''broke'' into two halves at a lower temperature than the upsweep notes, whereas the second syllable in the segment (*) did not ''break'' within the explored temperature range. A second example from a different individual ( Figure 2D ) illustrates the same effects for different syllable types. Repeated syllables, each arising from a distinct expiratory pressure pulse, are followed by a series of syllables generated by a sustained expiratory pressure pulse with pressure modulation at the syllabic rate (pulsatile syllable). Again, after initial stretching of air sac pressure pulses, the pulsatile syllable begins to ''break'' which manifests itself initially as a change in respiratory modulation and then in the occurrence of individual expiratory pulses separated by short inspirations.
In Figure 3 we display the restructuring of a different syllable from canary #31 starting with normal temperature, going through a transition and finally reaching a regular broken pattern as the temperature is decreased. This new pattern further stretches with decreasing temperature. At the transition temperature, where the onset of ''breaking'' occurs, there is a mixture of broken and stretched syllables, the duration of the former being approximately half that of the stretched syllables. As shown before, syllables stretch and then break, but this example also shows a breaking into a new regular pattern, whose timescale is consistent with a new locking regime following a transition period. Comparison with patterns of Figure 2C -D shows that ''breaking'' leads to a new regular pattern upon further cooling. Whereas syllables displayed there did not leave this transition regime, a new stable syllable duration is reached for the syllables of Figure 3 and this new duration is approximately half that of the original syllable. The ''breaking'' of syllables was observed in 4 out of 7 canaries and disappeared again when the temperature of HVC was allowed to return to body temperature. All 7 individuals displayed stretching of song syllables. Interestingly, in those individuals in which ''breaking'' was not observed HVC was not cooled by more than 5uC.
Restructuring of syllable statistics
In order to assess whether these qualitative observations accurately represent the effects of cooling, we quantified syllable durations for all recorded song for each bird. We classified the syllables into three groups using the shape of the pressure patterns. This classification is based on the number of local minima found between two consecutive inspirations, which define the onset and offset of each syllable (See Figure 4A , and Materials and Methods below). The first group corresponds to patterns without local minima, the second group to patterns with one or two local minima, and the third group contains patterns with three or more local minima. We then compared histograms with the durations of each syllable category as displayed for one individual in Figure 4B -D. Syllable stretching is expected to be associated with distributions of syllabic durations that are displaced to the right (longer durations) and do not change in shape. Changes in the shape of the distributions can be caused either by a change in the occurrence of the syllable types, or by the breaking of pressure pulses and syllables into shorter segments that get classified differently. All of these effects are found in our data, supporting our qualitative observations. Figure 4C displays the distributions of syllabic durations of each group, as HVC is increasingly cooled from DT = 0 to 27.5uC. In this case, the distributions of syllabic durations of the first group (red) and second group (green) are bimodal. As the temperature decreases, the first mode moves to the right. The same effect is observed for the second mode of the second group (green). In contrast, syllables forming the second mode of the first category (red) and the entire distribution for the third category (blue) increase in frequency with increased cooling and new modes arise at shorter syllable duration. To quantify these effects we computed the mean and sample standard deviation (ssd) for fixed ranges of syllabic lengths found at each Figure 3 . Cooling induces syllable stretching, deformation, and then syllable ''breaking''. Example of song from canary #31 with the following HVC temperatures: normal, 22.6uC, 24.7uC, 25.4uC, 26.6uC and 27.5uC. Stretching occurs in the top three paired panels and is accompanied by a gradual change in the morphology of the pressure pulses and accompanying sound. The onset of breaking with coexistence of the broken and ''unbroken'', deformed syllables is depicted in panel 4. The broken syllables get stretched upon further cooling (panels 5 and 6). The duration of the shaded syllables is: a 0 98 ms (4962), a 1 = 104 ms (5262), a 2 = 112 ms (5662), a 3 = 187 ms (6263), a 4 = 136 ms (6862), a 5 = 140 ms (7062). For syllables a i duration increments are evident as the duration increases from 49-52-56-62-68-70 ms. These durations correspond to half the syllable duration for i = 0, 1 and 2, one third of the combination of coexisting long and short syllable for i = 3, and a complete syllable for i = 4 and 5. These durations represent the period of the putative periodic instruction coming from HVC (see model in main text). If put together in a linear regression, results show that the largest stretch is of 45+210%, and that the onset of breaking occurs at 33+27%. Dashed line in a 3 is at two thirds of its duration. Paired panels show the spectrogram (1-7 kHz frequency range) on top and subsyringeal air sac pressure on the bottom (0-1 in arbitrary units). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067814.g003
Temperature Induced Syllable Breaking in Birdsong PLOS ONE | www.plosone.orgcooling value. These ranges were selected based on the analysis of the distributions obtained without cooling. We separated bimodal red and green distributions by their intermediate lowest frequency bin count (dashed line in Figure 4C ), and for the remaining range limits we selected a region centered around the mean with three ssd width to each side. These mean values show changes across the range of cooling, with negative slopes indicating a stretching effect. As expected, some ranges for syllable duration show the stretching response with decreasing temperature (see Figure 4D ). Two ranges of syllable duration show mean values that increase with decreasing temperature, suggesting a second effect of cooling. 
Bifurcation diagram of the model
The changes to syllable duration distributions were consistent with our dynamical model in that they exhibited both a predicted stretching of some syllables and a more complex ''breaking'' and restructuring of other syllables. Moreover, detailed changes to specific identified syllables that could be followed over the course of cooling, were consistent with expectations from the model. For example, Figure 5 shows a representation of expected restructuring/bifurcation of syllable structure predicted as a function of changes to driving frequency and amplitude.
In our model, the driving frequency corresponds to a low component in the Fourier expansion of the activity of the forcing signal, which we expect to be present in the cases where repeated syllables occur. We assume that the simplest pressure pattern, which looks as a harmonic signal, is the result of a 1:1 locking between the driving and driven timescales. Therefore, the starting point of our analysis assumes a forcing frequency equal to the measured syllabic rate (see Figure 5 , pattern A, left). For different values of the forcing parameters (frequency and amplitude), different dynamical regimes are expected. In Figure 5 (top), the colored regions are called ''Arnold tongues'' [20] in the language of dynamical systems theory. Within these ''tongues'' the solutions preserve their topological structure. In this paradigm, cooling of HVC corresponds to decreasing the forcing frequency, i.e. a horizontal shift to the left in the parameter space. This is represented in the bifurcation diagram by arrows. We found that (2) there is a 2:1 locking. This means that the output pattern will repeat itself after a time equal to twice the forcing period. The region colored with blue (3) denotes a 3:1 locking (i.e., the output repeats itself after a time equal to three times the forcing period). The orange region presents pulsatile solutions (1p), which are locked 1:1 with the forcing. The light red region (1+1p) gives rise to either pulsatile or harmonic looking solutions depending on the initial conditions, both locked 1:1 to the forcing. The region colored with cyan (2+2p) gives rise to solutions of 2:1 locking. The other colors denote regions of the parameter space with solutions in other locking regimes. Cooling is associated with horizontal arrows A-C pointing to the left (decreasing frequency), and the breaking of syllables is interpreted as bifurcation transitions between the different regions. We mapped three syllables where we found breaking from normal and cooled song, to the beginning and end of arrows respectively. (A) Syllable (same as Figure 3 , canary #31) originally sung in regime 2 at 10 Hz (f = 20 Hz) that ends at region 1 at 13.5 Hz., both with A = 3.15 (a.u.). (B) Syllable in regime 1p (orange colored) at 30 Hz of canary #37 crosses border to end at region 2 at 9.7 Hz (f = 19.4 Hz), with A = 2.25. In this case, at the coldest temperature, there is an experimental pattern that we matched with locking regime 3 (blue colored), which is very close at f = 17.2 Hz and A = 2.0 (a.u). (C) Syllable from region 1p (same as Figure 2D , canary #37) that crosses to region 2+2p (coexistence of period 2, and period 2 above a constant expiration). The cold temperature pattern shows a lack of repetitive syllable structure that can be explained with the coexistence of solutions of our model. We used two different initial conditions that we changed in the middle of the simulation, resulting in a strong resemblance with the experimental pattern. All mentioned border crossings are different bifurcations of our model that are manifested in the cooling experiment and show its predictive capability for a wide parameter range. Model pressure has on top a scaled pattern of HVC activity to visualize the locking regime. Pressure is 0-1 in arbitrary units. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067814.g005 cooling induced changes to syllable structure/respiratory patterns that matched the predictions from this model. Figure 5A -C shows three experimental and modeled realizations of syllables sung by canaries #31 and #37 at normal and cooled HVC. Corresponding horizontal arrows (A-C) on the map indicate the possible path in our model parameters resulting from the experimental decrease in HVC temperature. Figure 5A shows a syllable (same as Figure 3 ) originally sung in regime 2 (green, 2:1 locking) that ends in region 1 (red, 1:1 locking). In Figure 5B we found a syllable in regime 1p (orange, 1:1 locked above a sustained expiration) that crosses the border into region 2. In this case, at the coldest temperature, we matched an experimental pattern with locking regime 3 (blue, 3:1 locking). Finally, Figure 5C has a syllable from region 1p (same as Figure 2D ) that crosses to region 2+2p (coexistence of 2:1 locking, and 2:1 above a constant expiration). The lack of a repetitive structure of this broken pattern is explained by the coexistence of solutions in our model. All these border crossings represent different bifurcations of the model that can be used to interpret the cooling experiment.
The quantitative results are consistent with the qualitative observations that syllables belonging to group three are most likely to be affected by ''breaking''. Notice that this is only a necessary condition: syllables that break should not only be subharmonic but should also be close to the boundary of an Arnold Tongue. For example, long syllables with modulated sustained expiratory pressure (pulsatile pattern of Figure 2D ) break into shorter expiratory pressure pulses and now get classified as multiple elements of shorter duration within groups 1-3, such that the longest elements of group 3 no longer occur. Typically, syllables of higher categories tend to break at higher temperatures than syllables belonging to category 1 (red), which are generally very similar to harmonic oscillations [12, 13] . Therefore, breaking of this nature leads to two effects for the quantitative analysis, (1) it increases the occurrence of groups one and two, and (2) it results in shortening of the mean duration for group three.
Discussion
We present strong theoretical and experimental evidence that complex motor patterns underlying birdsong production are consistent with the nonlinear interaction between timescales of different components of the motor control network. Our minimal model predicts that a small change in the frequency of an average instruction coming from HVC may provoke a drastic change in the temporal pattern of resulting syllables and, thus, facilitates a control mechanism where simple neural instructions interacting with downstream neural architecture can result in complex rhythms in the output patterns. Manipulation of the telencephalic timescale through local cooling results in the predicted effects of initial stretching and then ''breaking'' of syllables. These syllable ''breaking'' patterns can be interpreted in terms of bifurcations of the model. The bifurcation map of our model shows its predictive power for a wide range of parameters. Qualitatively different types of syllable breaking were found to match horizontal paths on this map. In addition, quantitative results for different syllables correspond to explanations derived from the model. Border crossing from region 2 to 1 turns syllables from group 2 into syllables of group 1. Pulsatile patterns from region 1p that belong to group 3 turn into shorter members of that group when crossing to region 3, or become members of group 2 when crossing to region 2 or 2+p.
More than one timescale is necessary to explain our results. In a nonlinear interaction paradigm, the first effect is indeed stretching as long as a specific locking relationship is maintained between the interacting timescales. Therefore, the stretching of zebra finch song can be interpreted as a nonlinear locking effect, rather than as the result of a look up table linking bursts of HVC activity with brief segments of song [3, 18, 21, 22] . This challenges a widely accepted view according to which HVC bursts determine a unique timescale in the birdsong system [3] . Combining the results from this study and those obtained in zebra finches, it is most parsimonious to postulate an interactive mechanism in all songbirds. We do not propose a specific location for the second timescale necessary to explain the shape and rate of the measured pressure patterns and their breaking. A minimal mathematical implementation consists of an excitatory and inhibitory population, and even at the scale of one nucleus this structure is possible (e.g., nucleus RA). Other architectures provide a plausible substrate for the emergence of this second frequency, as the one proposed in [11] , or the integrative circuit describing the interaction between forebrain and brainstem nuclei described in [23] . The results reported for zebra finches represent the expected changes of initial cooling, but temperatures where ''breaking'' might occur may not have been reached in these studies. The interactive model proposed here may represent a more general mechanism that enables generation of highly complex motor patterns with relatively simple telencephalic instructions.
In conclusion, if this alternative, interactive model for how different timescales may be generated in the respiratory pattern of birdsong is correct, it requires a rethinking of the specific role of HVC in song motor control. In this model at least two nonlinearly interacting time and spatially separated timescales are present. Their qualitatively different output rhythms give rise to different respiratory patterns of song. Importantly, this model is completely consistent with the observed firing patterns of RA-projecting neurons [16, 17] and the results of the cooling experiments in zebra finches [3, 18] .
Song motor control requires the integration of respiratory muscles and the muscles of the two independently controlled sound generators of the avian vocal organ, the syrinx. Syringeal control contributes to the very short timescales of song features (e.g., onset of vibrations, rapid frequency and amplitude modulation, etc.), whereas the syllable repetition rate and slower amplitude modulation can arise from modulation of respiratory pressure [1, 24, 25] . It is not known whether the specific output patterns from HVC to respiratory and syringeal projection areas within RA differ or whether the downstream circuitry generates respiratory and syrinx specific control patterns from similar input signals. A recent proposal that RA-projecting neurons in zebra finches specifically relates to transition states (acoustic and respiratory) [26] supports theoretical work that proposes an integrated, non-linear mechanism for syringeal motor control [27] . Although further experimental and theoretical work is needed to illuminate syringeal motor control mechanisms, these studies also challenge the notion that HVC directly controls all timescales of song.
Materials and Methods
Ethics statement
All experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Utah and of the University of Buenos Aires.
Subjects: training and procedures
Male canaries were acquired from a local breeder. Vigorously singing birds were subjected to sequential implantation of cooling and recording devices as described below. In total, a complete data set was collected from 7 birds. For surgeries birds were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and midazolam, and deprived from food 40 minutes prior to each surgery. First we attached a helmet for gradual weight training and future positioning of the cooling device. The skull of the birds was exposed by an incision of the skin, and a ceramic helmet (0.3 g) was attached with dental cement (Dentsply, Tylok Plus). The midsagittal bifurcation or zero point was marked. Birds were accustomed to added weight by increasing the helmet mass by 0.5 g every other day until a final mass of 2.0 g was reached. A training backpack (2.0 g) with the same connectors as those on the cooling device was placed on the back of the bird. After reaching the final weight of 2.0 g on the head, they were trained for 4 hours for at least 2 days with a thick silastic tubing coming from top of the cage, connected to the backpack. Next the cooling device was attached by making two openings in the skull (1.5 mm62.0 mm) in the regions over both HVC. The gold implant was then placed on the dura and the cooling device was pasted to the helmet of the bird with glue adhesive and contact adhesive. A cooling device can be seen in Figure S1C . and the device mounted on a bird in Figure  S1D . The mass of the device was 1.7 g on the head, and 2.0 g on the backpack. We also inserted a cannula (Dow Corning, Silastic Laboratory Tubing NO. 508-005) into the anterior-thoracic air sac to measure subsyringeal air sac pressure as described in [24] . This procedure was performed at least three days after the attachment of the cooling device and after the birds resumed singing. The free end of the cannula is connected to a miniature piezoresistive pressure transducer (Fujikura model FPM-02PG) that was mounted on the bird's backpack.
Temperature measurements
Six different cooling devices were used in this experiment. A Peltier module works by providing a constant difference in temperature for each driving current, for a constant temperature in its hot side. If the hot side is kept at a constant temperature, the cool side varies its temperature in an almost linear relationship with the current applied as shown in Figure 1B . A mainly local reduction in temperature of almost 10uC for the cool side is achieved with approximately 2A. The temperature of the hot side of the device was kept at room temperature. Calibrations were made right after the device was attached, to account for differences between the different cooling devices ( Figure S2 ).
Song and pressure measurements
Birds were placed in tall cages of 21 cm634 cm base and 36 cm height in an acoustic chamber and connected for water circulation, power supply and pressure signal acquisition. A microphone (TAK-STAR SGC 568) was placed in front of the cage. Sound and pressure signals were recorded using a multichannel sound card (MAYA 1010, 44.1 kHz sample rate) and fed directly to the computer with custom MATLAB software. The pressure signal was preamplified and modulated (multiplied by a sinusoidal at a constant frequency around 2 kHz) to fit sound card requirements. For analysis, the pressure signal was demodulated and resampled at 882 Hz, i.e., the envelope of the recorded signal, which is the actual pressure pattern, was obtained with a zero-phase digital filtering and then downsampled. Measurements consisted of recordings of song and pressure without cooling first. Then we lowered the temperature by 1Cu every two minutes until the desired temperature was reached and, after two minutes at the respective temperature, recording was started. Once sufficient data were collected at a given temperature, we proceeded with further cooling. Because spontaneous song delivery varies, we recorded song for 1-4 different temperatures per day. After each cooling episode, we recorded control data when the temperature had returned to body temperature.
Statistical analysis of pressure patterns
Simultaneous recordings of audio and pressure signals were triggered automatically with custom MATLAB software and lasted from 2 seconds to 2 minutes. Custom software (C) was written to recognize song syllables from pressure recordings. The average (avg), the maximum (max) and the minimum (min) pressure value in each file was computed. Local minima were found, and the ones with values over a threshold of avg-0.04(max-min), corresponded to local minima inside syllables. Quiet respiration was successfully discarded with these two criteria: 1) maximum pressure between two consecutive minima is below 0.5avg+0.29(max-min); 2) total points between two consecutive minima have less than 32% data points over avg. Finally, computing the area under each putative syllable and discarding the ones below a threshold eliminated short fluctuations due to noise. Remaining consecutive minima, denote beginning and end of syllables. Syllable durations were computed for construction of histograms for the different measured temperatures for each bird.
Individual syllables
The study of broken syllable motifs along different cooling temperatures showed a drastic change in morphology and syllable duration. For their proper recognition, every song sequence of the canaries studied was labeled by inspection, and different syllables were recognized from their vocalization frequencies and their position in similar song sequences, since, generally, many syllables only stretched.
Modeling details
We modeled average instructions coming from HVC with a rhythmic period T, since canary song is formed of phrases in which syllables are repeated up to dozens of times. Each period of the forcing instruction of period is defined as follows in t[ {T=2,T=2
½ :
where A is the amplitude, f = 1/T is the frequency of the instruction and N(n,s,t) is the normal distribution, centered at n = 0, with a width s of 9.5% of the period T.
For the circuitry downstream of HVC we built our model introducing the minimal neural populations necessary for an oscillatory behavior: 2 [20] . Equations for average activity of neuron populations x, excitatory, and y, inhibitory, are as follows:
where S(x)~1 1ze {x is a soft step function whose arguments in the equations represent the input activity for each neuron population. The parameter r represents basal input activity and t is a scaling constant. Numerical values in the equation are the same as in [28] . Values for r x and r y were selected for the system to be near a Takens Bogdanov bifurcation and have patterns similar to those found in canaries: r x = 22.8 and r y = 210.7 [12] .
The parameter t = 0.0088 was selected to match our simulated pattern frequencies with the ones measured in the canaries.
Exploration of parameter space (f,A) showed the behavior of stretching and breaking (bifurcation transition), with a close morphology and syllable rate match between the experimental measurements and simulated pressure patterns.
Bifurcation diagram
For a given coordinate (f,A) of the forcing HVC frequency of the model, we performed simulations of the pressure patterns for a set of 121 initial conditions in the range [0:1] for x and y, and allowed to reach a stationary solution after approximately 10 periods T. Then we computed a Poincaré Map at different multiples of T to find the locking regimes [20] . Pulsatile regimes were recognized having an average solution above 0.8. Coexistence of solutions were confirmed by plotting all the stationary solutions in a 3 dimensional plot with coordinates (t,x,y) that revealed the orbits topological organization.
In order to fill the diagram, we performed steps of 0.01 in A and 0.1 in f and computed the locking regime. We explored a range of parameters where we found wide diverse syllable patterns and frequencies that match the ones measured in the experiment, assigned a color to each locking regime and plotted the map with this code. Figure S2 Temperature calibrations of dura surface for the six cooling devices of our experiment right after implantation. Previous calibrations with the same devices in unsuccessful subjects that did not sing are included. Calibrations were divided in two groups: the devices that were used by birds that broke syllables (N = 12) and the ones used by the birds that only stretched their song (N = 10). Points are mean and error bars are ssd. There is a noticeable difference in the slope of temperature decrease for these two groups: (25.5+20.8)uC/A and (24.4+21.1)uC/A. Calibrations were made at half scale (1 A) for better recovery of the birds after surgery. Installation of device lowers brain temperature by approx. 1uC at 0 A, as noted in [18] , because of the water reservoir at room temperature. Coolest temperatures reported in main article are obtained by extrapolation of each animal calibration, without this first temperature drift. (EPS) Figure S3 Histograms of syllable duration at different HVC temperatures of three canaries that showed broken syllables. Syllables were divided into three groups depending on the number of local minima between two consecutive inspirations. In red we define syllables that are reminiscent of harmonic oscillations, with no minima (first column). Green is used for syllables that have one or two local minima (second column). Blue is used for syllables with three or more local minima (third column). Most distributions only drift to the right since syllables get longer with decreasing temperature. Figure 2C . This common syllable presents a pattern that could be followed across temperatures. (A) Paired panels of sonogram (top, 1-7 kHz) and pressure gestures (bottom, 0-1 a.u.) present on top the syllable at normal temperature and below, the syllable found at 24.7uC. The syllable breaks into one half and two quarter parts, and the addition of minibreaths results in a slight increase in total length. (B) Histograms showing the evolution of this syllable's classification and duration across temperatures, where there was enough information to compute statistics (see Figure 3A for color code). Syllable duration is not constant at normal temperature, but has a distribution centered around 600 ms with a range from 500 ms to 700 ms. At 24.7uC, the distribution breaks, and blue classified syllables have a new mode centered at around half the length of the original one. Green classified syllables spread at half the duration of this new mode. Long-duration syllables occur much less frequently; we do not find syllables above 710 ms at 24.7uC, and above 300 ms for the new mode at 27.5uC. (C) Stacked columns show the percentage of syllable types at corresponding temperatures. In cyan we denote syllables classified as blue, but below 400 ms in length. Breaking at 24.7uC affects only half of the syllables, and at 27.5uC, it affects an 83% of them. In addition, broken syllables of quarter length of the original have more incidents at lower temperatures, reaching 33%. (D) Quantification of distribution means and standard deviation from (B). At 24.7uC the cyan and green distributions have a mean value that is approximately one half and one quarter the mean presented by the blue distribution. At 27.5uC there are only three syllables found above 400 ms and no values were computed. The mean of cyan distribution decreases as syllables above 300 ms occur less frequently. (EPS) Figure S6 Individual statistics for broken syllables labeled with ''y'' as in Figure 2C . These frequently sung syllables present a pattern that could be followed across temperatures. Although they could be further classified in two types (shaded and previous syllable in Figure 2C are slightly different with respect to the three syllables following them), this classification was not always possible when the patterns were broken, and all of them were considered for the quantification. (A) Paired panels of sonogram (top, 1-7 kHz) an pressure gestures (bottom, 0-1 a.u.) present on top syllables at normal temperature, in the middle at 24.7uC and at the bottom at 27.5uC. Syllables break into half and quarters, and have an increase in total length. (B) Histograms showing the evolution of this syllable's classification and length across temperatures (see Figure 3A for color code). Syllable length is not constant at normal temperature, but it has a distribution centered at around 310 ms with a spread that goes as far as 400 ms and 250 ms. At 24.7uC, the distribution starts to break and the syllables classified as blue have a new green mode centered at around half the length of the blue ones. Red classified syllables spread at half length of this new mode. (C) Stacked columns show the percentage of syllable types at the corresponding temperatures. Breaking affects an increasing percentage of syllables as the temperature decreases and these change group when broken. (D) Quantification of distribution means and standard deviation from (B). The dotted line corresponds to a linear fit for the means of the blue syllables before breaking takes place. Below 24.7uC a linear extrapolation with circles was made to show the expected value of the mean of the blue type if the syllables were not broken. The green and the red distributions have a mean value that is approximately one half and one quarter the one of the extrapolated value. Computed mean of blue distribution decreases due to its depletion above 310 ms. (EPS)
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